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Supramolecular Assemblies with Near-Infrared Emission Mediated in
Two Stages by Cucurbituril and Amphiphilic Calixarene for Lysosome-
Targeted Cell Imaging
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Abstract: A two-stage mediated near-infrared (NIR) emissive
supramolecular assembly for lysosome-targeted cell imaging is
presented. 4,4’-Anthracene-9,10-diylbis(ethene-2,1-diyl))bis(1-
ethylpyridin-1-ium) bromide (ENDT) was synthesized as an
organic dye with weak fluorescence emission at 625 nm. When
ENDT complexes with cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]), this binary
supramolecular complex assembles into nanorods with a near-
infrared fluorescence emission (655 nm) and fluorescence
enhancement as the first stage. Such supramolecular complexes
interact with lower-rim dodecyl-modified sulfonatocalix-
[4]arene (SC4AD) to form nanoparticles for further fluores-
cence enhancement as the second stage. Furthermore, based on
a co-staining experiment with LysoTracker Blue, such nano-
particles can be applied in NIR lysosome-targeted cell imaging.

Supramolecular self-assemblies with fluorescence for cell
imaging have attracted raising attention of chemists in recent
years,[1] especially for organelle-targeted cell imaging. Among
various organelles in cells, lysosome is an important organelle
that is involved in various cell processes, including degrada-
tion of polymers, secretion, plasma membrane repair, cell
signaling, and energy metabolism.[2] Several lysosome-tar-
geted probes have been reported based on rhodamine[3] and
ruthenium complexes.[4] On the other hand, as for good
utilization of various functions of fluorescent supramolecular
assemblies, near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent assemblies (650–
900 nm) is widely used owing to its various advantages in cell
imaging,[5] mainly because NIR fluorescent emission can get
very slight photo-damage on biological samples, minimum
interference from biomolecule autofluorescence, and deep
tissue penetration.[6] However, such NIR emission supra-
molecular assembly are lacked because the emission of
organic dyes cannot usually reach NIR as well as aggregation
induced quenching (ACQ) in assemblies.

In supramolecular self-assemblies, some fluorescence-
silent organic dyes could be induced to undergo various
fluorescence emissions mainly by two methods: host–guest

complexation[7] and aggregation-induced emission (AIE).[8]

Furthermore, some dyes with fluorescence could undergo
a shift of its emission wavelengths by such methods. In
supramolecular assemblies, organic dyes usually form J-
aggregates or H-aggregates resulting in the changes in
emission intensity or wavelength.[9] In J-aggregates, emissions
of organic fluorescent dyes usually undergo red-shift and
enhancement, whereas they usually undergo blue-shift and
quenching in H-aggregates.

Cucurbituril[10] and calixarene,[11] two types of host macro-
cyclic compounds, are usually used for the design of
supramolecular assemblies. Among various types of cucurbi-
turil, cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) can usually complex with two
guest molecules, which is easily to form supramolecular
aggregates.[12] Furthermore, amphiphilic p-sulfonatocalix-
[4]arene, a kind of water-soluble calixarene, are usually used
for supramolecular assemblies due to calixarene induced
aggregation (CIA).[13] Thus, an anthracyl pyridinium deriva-
tive (ENDT) has been designed with very weak fluorescence
emission at 625 nm, which undergoes the first-stage emission
enhancement and red-shift to NIR (655 nm) owing to J-
aggregation by being included in CB[8], and the ENDT/
CB[8] assembles into nanorods. Such supramolecular aggre-
gates further assemble with lower-rim dodecyl-modified
sulfonatocalix[4]arene (SC4AD) into nanoparticles, to realize
the second-stage enhancement of NIR emission (Scheme 1).
When ENDT&CB[8] binary aggregates mix with same
concentration of charges of sodium p-dodecyloxy benzene
sulfonate (SDOBS) as SC4AD, emission cannot be further
enhanced. Thus, we have achieved near-infrared emissive
supramolecular assemblies mediated in two-stages by CB[8]
and SC4AD. Furthermore, while ENDT assembles with only
SC4AD, fluorescence emission wavelength will undergo blue-
shift to 600 nm because ENDT molecules are included in the

Scheme 1. Illustration of NIR fluorescent supramolecular assemblies
and related supramolecular aggregates.
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cavities of SC4AD, and emission is enhanced because of CIA
and AIE. Furthermore, according to co-staining experiment
with LysoTracker Blue, such nanoparticles with NIR emis-
sions can be used as targeted imaging agents for lysosome in
living cells.

First, we need to characterize the recognition motif of
ENDT/CB[8] complexes. It has been well-established that
CB[8] can complex with guests with positive charge. There are
two positive charged pyridinium groups in one ENDT
molecule. Because of the large cavity in CB[8], one CB[8]
molecule usually includes two derivate pyridinium groups.
Therefore, the inclusion complexation between ENDT with
CB[8] was investigated. JobQs plot confirmed that ENDT/
CB[8] complexes adopted a 1:1 stoichiometry ostensibly
(Supporting Information, Figure S1), but there are three
possible binding motifs of ENDT/CB[8] complexes: simple
2:2 binding motif (Figure 1a), stacked n :n binding motif

(Figure 1b), and sled n :n motif (Figure 1 c). To determine
which binding motif is occurring, a UV/Vis absorbance
titration of ENDT in the presence of varying concentrations
of CB[8] was investigated. In Figure 2 b and the Supporting
Information, Figure S2, upon raising the concentration of
CB[8], UV/Vis absorbance of ENDT underwent a red-shift
from 461 nm to 515 nm, which indicates ENDT molecules
form J-aggregates after binding with CB[8]. Because of the
different spectral changes at 480–500 nm (Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S2), we can infer that there are multiple

complex species during the complexation by gradually adding
CB[8], especially 2:1 ENDT/CB[8] complexes. Because
simply 2:2 binding motif as well as stacked n :n binding
motif can easily induce ENDT molecules to form H-
aggregates while sled binding motif usually induce ENDT
molecules to form J-aggregates, the binding motif of ENDT/
CB[8] complexes should be a sled n :n binding motif. ENDT
aqueous solution appears light yellow (Figure 2a), and
changes into light pink when one equiv of CB[8] is added,
which is another expression for confirming formed J-aggre-
gates of ENDT/CB[8]. Furthermore, in 1H NMR spectra of
ENDT with varying concentrations of CB[8] (Supporting
Information, Figure S3), peaks related to protons Ha,b,c,d,g,h

shifted upfield and broaden owing to inclusion into CB[8] and
stacking, while peaks related to protons He,f of anthracene
groups possess little shift, which indicates that anthracene
groups do not stack when complexing with CB[8]. 2D
NOESY (Supporting Information, Figure S4) showed clear
NOE effects between the protons of ethyl pyridinium groups
(protons a, b, g, h) in ENDT and the protons of CB[8],
indicating that the positively charged ethyl pyridinium groups
of ENDT were included in the cavity of CB[8]. Furthermore,
on the basis of the UV/Vis absorbance titration, the associ-
ation constants (Ka) could be calculated as (1.04: 0.12) X
106 L mol@1 for ENDT/CB[8] using a nonlinear least-squares
curve-fitting method (Supporting Information, Figure S5).

After we determined the ENDT/CB[8] recognition motif,
another macrocycle molecule, SC4AD is used to interact with
ENDT/CB[8] aggregates. Fixing [ENDT] = [CB[8]] =

0.02 mm (Supporting Information, Figure S6b,c), when
[SC4AD] raised to 0.01 mm, there is a deep decrease of
transmittance (Supporting Information, Figure S6b, blue and
light gray lines), meaning that they can assemble completely
owing to the same number of positive and negative charges.
When the concentration of SC4AD continuously raised,
excess SC4AD can encase ENDT/CB[8] aggregates into its
hydrophobic layer and the transmittance increased back.
When [SC4AD] was more than 0.03 mm, it is above the
critical aggregation concentration (CAC) of SC4AD itself,[14]

so transmittance decreased gradually (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S6b, pink and purple lines). Tyndall experiments
can also prove such transmittance results. In the Supporting
Information, Figure S6a, there is nearly no Tyndall effect of
aqueous ENDT, and slight Tyndall effect of ENDT/CB[8],
while there is a strong Tyndall effect of ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD.

Fluorescence experiment has been done to determine the
red-shift of ENDT after complexing with CB[8] and the
enhancement after assembling with SC4AD. In Figures 2c
and d, the max emission wavelength of ENDT is 625 nm with
weak emission band. This weak emission is mainly caused by
p–p stack of anthracene groups and intermolecular charge
transfer between anthracene group and pyridinium group.
After adding CB[8], the maximum emission wavelength
shifted to 655 nm with obvious enhancement, which leads
a stronger NIR emission. The gradually titration experiments
are shown in the Supporting Information, Figures S7 and S8.
In aqueous solution of ENDT/CB[8], the positively charged
pyridinium groups were threaded into the cavity of CB[8], so
that the rotation of single C@C bond between pyridinium and

Figure 1. Illustration of three possible binding motifs between ENDT
and CB[8].

Figure 2. a) Photographs of aqueous ENDT (0.02 mm) and ENDT/
CB[8] ([ENDT]= [CB[8]]= 0.02 mm). b) UV/Vis spectra of ENDT
(0.02 mm) and ENDT/CB[8] ([ENDT]= [CB[8]]= 0.02 mm) in aqueous
solution at 25 88C. c) Photographs of fluorescence of ENDT, ENDT/
CB[8] and ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD under 395 nm light. ([ENDT]= [CB-
[8]] =0.02 mm, [SC4AD]=0.04 mm, respectively.) d) Fluorescence
emission spectra of ENDT, ENDT/CB[8], ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD, and
ENDT/SC4AD. [ENDT]= [CB[8]]= 0.02 mm, [SC4AD]=0.04 mm,
lex = 470 nm.
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anthracene group is limited, and the fluorescence is enhanced.
Furthermore, owing to steric hindrance, it is difficult for the
pyridinium group and anthracene group to be in the same
plane, in other words, it is difficult for ENDT molecules to
have a stacked binding motif. Thus, each CB[8] molecule
includes two pyridinium groups from different ENDT mol-
ecules and the inclusion mode is a sled n :n binding motif.
Therefore, this inclusion mode avoids p–p stacking of
anthracene groups and intermolecular charge transfer
between the anthracene group and pyridinium group. Such
an inclusion mode can lead ENDT/CB[8] to form J-aggre-
gates, so that emission red-shifts to 655 nm and initially
enhanced. Then, SC4AD was added into ENDT/CB[8]
aggregates, to make the second-stage enhancement of fluo-
rescence. When SC4AD was added, it can assemble with
ENDT/CB[8] aggregates to limit the rotation of single bond
in ENDT as well as to provide a hydrophobic environment to
enhance the emission of ENDT, and both these two con-
ditions can lead enhancement of fluorescence. As contrast
experiments, we also determined the fluorescence when
adding the same concentration of negative charges of
SDOBS as SC4AD in ENDT/CB[8] aggregates, which
expressed no obvious enhancement of fluorescence (Support-
ing Information, Figure S9). However, there may be a com-
petitive inclusion between SC4AD and CB[8]. To confirm
that in ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD assemblies, ENDT is included
in CB[8] rather than SC4AD, we added the same concen-
tration of SC4AD to only aqueous ENDT, and the fluores-
cence was enhanced with a blue-shift of max emission to
605 nm, which is different from 655 nm emission when
included in CB[8] (Figure 2d). Because the emission is still
enhanced when ENDT interacted only with SC4AD, it can
confirm that SC4AD can provide a hydrophobic and molec-
ular-rotation-limited environment for enhancement of ENDT
while fluorescence underwent a blue-shift owing to ENDT
molecules included into the cavity of SC4AD. For a further
demonstration, we added an excess (10 equiv) of SC4AD into
ENDT/CB[8] aggregates to find that the fluorescence also
blue-shift to 605 nm, which agrees with fluorescence of
ENDT/SC4AD (Supporting Information, Figure S10). When
SC4AD is excessive, ENDT can be included into the cavity of
SC4AD instead of CB[8], which lead to a blue-shift of the
fluorescence. Furthermore, UV/Vis absorbance experiments
confirm that when SC4AD was added twice the concentration
of [CB[8]], absorbance of ENDT at about 500 nm is nearly
unchanged, indicating that ENDT molecules were still
included in the cavities of CB[8] (Supporting Information,
Figure S11). Thus, adding SC4AD cannot destroy the ENDT/
CB[8] fluorophore but further enhances the NIR emission of
ENDT/CB[8] to some extent by not only increasing the
microenviromental hydrophobicity around the fluorophore
but also shielding the fluorophore from the deactivating water
attack. We find when [SC4AD] is 2 times than [CB[8]], the
fluorescence is enhanced most with NIR emission, which is
the best condition of ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD NIR fluorescence
enhancement system. However, excess SC4AD will lead to
blue-shift of fluorescence.

Additionally, we have determined the morphology of NIR
enhancement supramolecular assemblies. Scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) were employed to give the visual information of the
binary ENDT/CB[8] assemblies and ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD
assemblies. In both SEM and TEM images (Figure 3a,b), we

can see several nanorods of ENDT/CB[8] assemblies. This
morphology is formed mainly because sled inclusion mode of
ENDT in the cavity of CB[8] can form linear supramolecular
complexes, and many linear supramolecular complexes can
stack with each other for final nanorods (Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S12). XRD patterns (Supporting Information,
Figure S13) also indicated an ordered array of ENDT/CB[8].
When it comes to ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD ternary assemblies
(Figures 3 d,e), there are several supramolecular nanoparti-
cles in the view of both SEM and TEM images, mainly
because ENDT/CB[8] aggregates with amphiphilic SC4AD
and electrostatic interaction between them. Dynamic light
scattering experiments (DLS) were tested for further dem-
onstration at a scattering angle of 9088. The average hydro-
dynamic diameters of nanorods formed by ENDT/CB[8] is
530 nm, while the average hydrodynamic diameters of nano-
particles formed by ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD is 360 nm, which is
in consists of the length and width of the nanorods and the
diameter of the nanoparticles.(Figure 3c,f) Therefore, nano-
rods formed by ENDT/CB[8] can achieve NIR emission and
primarily enhance the emission, and the supramolecular
amphiphilic nanoparticles possesses further enhanced NIR
fluorescence emission.

Furthermore, we wondered whether such nanoparticles
could be utilized in biological or diagnostical fields. Thus, we
have detected cell imaging properties of the nanoparticles. We
treated human lung adenocarcinoma cells (A549 cells) with
ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD nanoparticles for 4 h. We then used

Figure 3. a),b),c) SEM and TEM images and DLS data of ENDT/CB[8].
([ENDT]= [CB[8]] =0.02 mm.) d),e),f) SEM and TEM images and DLS
data of ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD. [ENDT]= [CB[8]]= 0.02 mm,
[SC4AD]=0.04 mm.
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confocal laser scanning microscopy to determine the intra-
cellular distribution of the ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD assemblies.
As contrast experiments, we have also treated A549 cells with
ENDT, ENDT/CB[8], ENDT/CB[8]/SDOBS solutions for
4 h, respectively, and then used confocal laser scanning
microscopy to detect the fluorescent assemblies as well.
Only A549 cells treated with ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD exhibited
bright red fluorescence in the cytoplasm of the cells (Sup-
porting Information, Figure S14). To further study the
subcellular distribution of ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD nanoparti-
cles, A549 cells were co-stained with ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD
and commercially available lysosome staining dye Lyso-
Tracker Blue. In Figure 4, owing to merged purple dyeing

site of red ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD and blue LysoTracker Blue,
it shows that ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD and LysoTracker Blue
were in good co-localization. Furthermore, cytotoxicity of
ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD nanoparticles have been evaluated.
A549 cells were incubated with ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD for
24 h, then the cell viability was measured by MTT assays.
When concentration was under 0.08 mm ([ENDT] = [CB-
[8]] = 0.08 mm, [SC4AD] = 0.16 mm, respectively), the nano-
particles showed negligible toxicity to A549 cells (Supporting
Information, Figure S15). Because of the high coincidence of
stained position between ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD and Lyso-
Tracker Blue, these results provide a convenient pathway for
co-staining lysosomes in living cells.

In summary, supramolecular self-assemblies with two-
stage NIR fluorescence enhancement were developed by
employing the host–guest complex ENDT/CB[8] and further
assembled with SC4AD. In contrast to nanorods formed by
ENDT/CB[8], ENDT/CB[8]/SC4AD can form supramolec-
ular amphiphilic nanoparticles. ENDT shows relatively weak
emission without NIR, while nanorods formed by ENDT/
CB[8] provide NIR emission with emission enhancement for
the first stage. Furthermore, by assembling with SC4AD to
form supramolecular nanoparticles, such NIR emission is
enhanced for the second stage. Furthermore, such results
proved that the dual macrocycles could cooperate to con-
struct supramolecular assemblies for lysosome-targeted imag-
ing in living cells.
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